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the right choice 
for your life

Our period home is so traditional, 
we wanted a simple way of 
injecting some modern style 
into it – elka was the answer.”

“
we chose elka

work 
play  
relax

“With the kids, muddy footprints 
have just become part of everyday 
life for us, but cleaning up is 
much easier with elka.”

a floor you 
can trust 
to perform

“ My kids and I suffer from allergies. 
We chose an elka floor because it has 
a closed surface, so with regular cleaning, 
there is nowhere for allergens to survive.”

there’s 
an elka for 
everyone

Cover image: 
12.5mm Antique Oak
real wood engineered



elka & the 
environment

making the right 
choice for you
 laminate   
 flooring

 real wood   
 engineered flooring

 solid wood 
 flooring

create the 
perfect finish
 everything you 
 need to prepare 
 your sub floor

 everything you need 
 to fix your elka floor

 everything you need 
 to finish your elka floor

 everything you 
 need to maintain 
 your elka floor

renovation 
versus 
relocation
Changing the floor of your home 
is a simple way to completely 
refresh your interior design and 
with our integrated Uniclic 
system, home improvement 
doesn’t have to be a headache. 

This unique mechanism allows 
you to install a floor quickly and 
easily without the need for glue. 
Our floor decors have been 
chosen to reflect the latest trends 
while providing unrivalled quality, 
taste and value for money. 

welcome to 
the elka life

At elka we have a floor for every type of 
home. From busy family houses to the 
most pristine designer spaces, whatever 
look you want or budget you have to 
work with, elka has the answer. 
 
As one of the only brands on the market 
to offer a full range of flooring, including 
laminate, engineered and solid wood, 
this 2011 catalogue shows off each 
of our latest styles, along with our 
complete range of elka extras. 

contents

Real wood product images are of a natural 
product. Part of its character and charm 
is its naturally occurring and individual 
variations in shade and tone. Therefore, 
the colours shown here may not be an 
exact representation of the product. 
Although every effort has been made to 
reproduce the colour of the real wood and 
laminate products shown in this brochure, 
there will be slight variations in actual 
colours due to printing limitations.
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We don’t just care about the inside of 
houses, we care about what’s outside 
too. That’s why we’re committed to 
ensuring the timber we use in our products 
has been sourced with the least possible 
damage to the natural environment. 

When possible, we insist upon maintaining 
a certified chain of custody for the 
Programme for the Endorsement of Forest 
Certification® (PEFC) for the majority of the 
timber we buy. For any that isn’t certified, 
we always ensure that the timber is from 
well-managed and sustainable sources. 

For our 
PEFC products, 
please look for 
the following logo.

practical 
spaces for 
family life
Ordinary family life always 
involves lots of people, lots 
of shoes and usually plenty 
of mess. That’s why so many 
busy households are choosing 
to install wooden or laminate 
flooring. With their smooth, 
durable surfaces, it’s easier 
and quicker to clean up mess, 
spills or muddy footprints.

PEFC Certified

This product is
from sustainably 
managed forest and 
controlled sources

www.pefc.orgPEFC16-37-670
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making 
DIY a
doddle!

What type of 
floor is the right 
one for me?
Engineered? Laminate? Solid 
wood? What’s the difference? 
What is best for your home? 
What can you afford?

The beauty of elka flooring is 
that you can have all the beauty 
and style within a wide range of 
budgets. To help with your decision, 
here is a short summary of the main 
characteristics of each floor:
 
Solid wood flooring: With plenty 
of character and style there are 
many homes that just wouldn’t 
be complete without a solid wood 
floor. As a completely natural 
product, the grains and colours 
of elka solids create an ambience 
with real character and a sense 
of long life and permanence. 
Elka solids will add beauty 
and elegance to any interior.
 
Real wood engineered flooring: 
Elka engineered flooring is a truly 
practical product, chosen for its 
strength, flexibility of installation 
and overall stability. It perfectly 
mimics a solid wood floor, but 
is actually made of 3 or more 
layers of real wood with an upper 
layer of genuine hardwood. Its 
core strength comes from each 
layer being stacked in opposite 
directions, so it can be used in 
most areas of the home including 
conservatories and in conjunction 
with underfloor heating. 
 
Laminate flooring: This simple, 
effective flooring can be used in 
all kinds of spaces, either with or 
without underfloor heating. It’s 
simple and quick to install, looks 
great, is hardwearing and brilliant 
for tight budgets! 

a sound floor 
that’s also 
sound proof

From apartment living to teenage 
bedrooms, it’s easier to keep 
noise within your four walls with 
our noise reducing underlays. 
The advanced composition of 
Elka QT Lay provides a reduction 
of up to 22db. It is quick and 
easy to install and has an overall 
thickness of just 5mm. Elka QT 
Lay was created to offer excellent 
acoustic insulation under laminate 
and engineered floors. It is 
designed to meet the demanding 
requirements of all current 
building regulations and is ideal 
for use with underfloor heating.

TRICKS OF THE TRADE

Want to know more 
about our elka 
extras range? 

See pages 32-45 
of this brochure for 
our complete range.

Visit our website 
for more time saving 
advice and tips!
www.elkaflooring.com

When you’re having work done on 
your home, you want it done quickly 
and efficiently. We make a wide 
range of easy to use products to 
make doing it yourself that bit easier. 
Using the latest technology, our elka 
trade pack containing MS adhesive 
is low odour, fast curing, very strong 
and easily applied using the reusable 
application gun. See our simple 
instructions for a quick ‘How To’.

warmth across 
the board
It’s easy to bring a little warmth to your 
living space with an elka floor. Not only 
do the gentle warming colours of natural 
wood add character to a room, every 
elka laminate and real wood engineered 
floor is suitable for use with all kinds of 
embedded underfloor heating. 

live
 an 

elka 

life
!

14mm Rustic Lacquered Oak - real wood engineered 

Spiced Acacia - solid

8mm v-groove Urban Oak - laminate

04 05

elka 
extras



laminate flooring
7mm classic Acacia - laminate
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simple
clean
smart

Laminate flooring
There’s no easier way to add some contemporary charm to your 
home than with our durable, design led, cost effective range of 
laminate flooring. Choose from sixteen timber effect designs and 
three styles of board to transform your home quickly and easily. 
  

8mm v-groove Vintage Oak

8mm v-groove Urban Oak

7mm classic Natural Oak

8mm v-groove Natural Oak8mm v-groove Rustic Oak

8mm v-groove White Oak7mm distinctive Wenge

8mm v-groove Colonial Oak

7mm classic Natural Oak

08 09



Fully integrated Uniclic installation 
system for ease of fitting
 
High definition surface structures 
that enhance the authentic 
appearance of the floor
 
Choice of modern finishes and 
individualistic designs 
 
Flexible fitting options - you can start 
anywhere within the room
 
Hygienic allergy reducing floor
 
Can be used in conjunction with 
noise reducing underlay 
 
Suitable for use with underfloor heating 

7mm laminate
flooring

Walnut Acacia

 

Natural
Oak

Rustic
Oak

 

Ash Dark Grey
Oak

 

White
Teak

Wenge

 

1 2

3 4

Dark Grey Oak
1200x190x7mm
1.824m2 per pack
Planked

Ash
1200x190x7mm
1.824m2 per pack
3 strip

2

White Teak
1200x190x7mm
1.824m2 per pack
Planked

Wenge
1200x190x7mm
1.824m2 per pack
Planked

3

4

1

 

1 2

3 4

Rustic Oak
1200x190x7mm
1.824m2 per pack
Planked

Natural Oak
1200x190x7mm
1.824m2 per pack
Planked

2

Walnut
1200x190x7mm
1.824m2 per pack
2 strip

Acacia
1200x190x7mm
1.824m2 per pack
2 strip

3

4

1

CLASSIC

DISTINCTIVE

laminate
flooring range

7mm classic

7mm distinctive

8mm v-groove

FEATURES AND
ADVANTAGES

7mm laminate
flooring

10 11

7mm classic Natural Oak

8mm v-groove Rustic Oak
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SUITABLE 
FOR USE WITH 
UNDERFLOOR 
HEATING

16-37-670

EN13 13329

SUITABLE 
FOR USE WITH 
UNDERFLOOR 
HEATING

16-37-670

EN13 13329



20

Golden 
Oak

 

Vintage 
Oak

Dark 
Walnut

Colonial 
Oak

Natural
Oak

Urban
Oak

Rustic
Oak

 

 

White
Oak

8mm laminate
flooring

Elka’s laminate range is one of the most superior 
quality laminate flooring ranges currently available 
on the market. Designed to look great and last 
the distance, we apply strict standards to each 
board, ensuring maximum strength and a flawless, 
warp-free finish that makes it look every bit as 
beautiful as a natural wood floor. The v-groove 
technology is an advanced bevel edging which 
helps to create a look that reflects the natural 
qualities of wood flooring.
 
The range features the unparalleled and technically 
superior Uniclic system. Its glue-free installation 
process makes it fast and easy to lay or re-lay 
anywhere, meaning you can take it with you if 
you move house. Each board locks together 
securely, making for a seamless join that won’t 
allow dust or dirt to gather. Unlike a natural wood 
floor, there are no height differences between the 
boards so there will be no wear on the edges and 
the lifetime warranty means you can enjoy a quality 
finish for years to come.

transparent overlay 
prevents against 
wear and tear

design layer 

HDF board 
Moisture resistant 
High Density Fibre board

barrier layer 
balancing board

STRUCTURAL COMPOSITION 
OF A LAMINATE BOARD

V-GROOVE

12 13

8mm v-groove Vintage Oak

8mm v-groove White Oak 7mm classic Rustic Oak

1 2

3 4

 

Urban Oak
1380x156x8mm
1.7222m2 per pack
Planked

Vintage Oak
1380x156x8mm
1.7222m2 per pack
Planked

Natural Oak
1380x156x8mm
1.7222m2 per pack
Planked

Golden Oak
1380x156x8mm
1.7222m2 per pack
Planked

2

6

Rustic Oak
1380x156x8mm
1.7222m2 per pack
Planked

White Oak
1380x156x8mm
1.7222m2 per pack
Planked

3

4

Dark Walnut
1380x156x8mm
1.7222m2 per pack
Planked

Colonial Oak
1380x156x8mm
1.7222m2 per pack 
Planked

7

8

1

5

5

7

6

8

SUITABLE 
FOR USE WITH 
UNDERFLOOR 
HEATING

16-37-670 EN13 13329
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SUITABLE 
FOR USE WITH 
UNDERFLOOR 
HEATING

16-37-670

EN13 13329



real wood engineered flooring
12.5mm Antique Oak
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12.5mm Antique Oak

Laminate flooring within our elka v-groove 
laminate range. A bevel around the edge of 
the board allows each plank a unique finish 
and a striking design. 

A modern combination of authentic and 
natural finishes encourage you to touch, 
feel and appreciate the depth of colour and 
tones that are spread across this unique floor 
collection. A choice of eight timber trends will 
complement any lifestyle, design or budget 
whilst truly transforming your home. 

12.5mm Double White Oak 21mm American Black Walnut

22mm Brushed & Oiled Oak18mm Washed & Smoked Oak

Real wood engineered flooring
With all the aesthetics of a real wood floor, but without any of 
the restrictions, real wood engineered flooring is a practical 
design choice for any home. Choose from five depths of 
product available in a variety of real wood finishes. 

intelligent
stylish
versatile

12.5mm Double White Oak12.5mm Antique Oak
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Can be laid over underfloor heating

Can be sanded and refinished

Made from 100% natural wood

Dimensional stability

Floor can be laid in 
all residential areas
(except those of high humidity)
 

real wood engineered
flooring range

12.5mm 

14mm

18mm

21-22mm

Rustic 
Lacquered Oak

Brushed & 
Oiled Oak

Antique 
Oak

Double
White Oak

Classic
White Oak

Golden
Oak

1 2

3 4

Rustic 
Lacquered Oak
1860x189x14mm
2.81m2 per pack
Lacquered finish

Brushed 
& Oiled Oak
1860x189x14mm
2.81m2 per pack
Brushed & Oiled finish

3

1 Champagne
1820x190x14mm
2.0748m2 per pack
UV Brushed & 
Oiled finish

Russet
1820x190x14mm
2.0748m2 per pack
UV Brushed & 
Oiled finish

2

4

 

Golden Oak
1820x145x12.5mm
1.5834m2 per pack
2-sided bevel (long side)

Classic White Oak
1820x145x12.5mm
1.5834m2 per pack
2-sided bevel (long side)

3

Double White Oak
1820x145x12.5mm
1.5834m2 per pack
2-sided bevel (long side)

Antique Oak
1820x145x12.5mm
1.5834m2 per pack
2-sided bevel (long side)

2

4

1

Key Features
Brush Matt Lacquered finish

Solid Oak - 2.2mm wear layer

HDF moisture resistant core

Superior Uniclic locking system

Suitable for DIY installation

Key Features
Available in Brushed & Oiled, UV 
Brushed & Oiled or Lacquered finish

Solid oak 3mm wear layer

Real wood core

Uniclic or Tongue & Groove 
locking system

12.5MM

14MM

FEATURES AND
ADVANTAGES

Russet

Champagne

TONGUE      & GROOVE

2

4

1

3

18 19

22mm Rustic Lacquered Oak

18mm Washed & Smoked Oak

25
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SUITABLE 
FOR USE WITH 
UNDERFLOOR 
HEATING

SUITABLE 
FOR USE WITH 
UNDERFLOOR 
HEATING



 

 

 

 

1 2

3 4

 

Enhanced Oak
150x18x4mm
1.98m2 per pack
Brushed Matt 
Lacquered finish

Polar Oak
150x18x4mm
1.98m2 per pack
Brushed Matt 
Lacquered finish

21

Walnut
150x18x4mm
1.98m2 per pack
Lacquered finish

Washed & 
Smoked Oak
150x18x4mm
1.98m2 per pack
Wire brushed & 
whitewashed grain
Oiled finish

3 4

 Walnut

Polar
Oak

Enhanced 
Oak

STRUCTURAL COMPOSITION 
OF AN ENGINEERED BOARD

When laid, an elka real wood engineered floor is virtually 
indistinguishable from a solid wood floor. This is thanks 
to the product’s unique structure, which includes a 
generous surface layer of between 2.2mm and 6mm 
of real wood, making it possible for some engineered 
floors to be sanded and refinished. 

The strength of each board comes from three or more 
layers of wood laid in opposite directions. This helps to 
avoid any issues with contraction or expansion, making 
it perfect for use in areas where traditional hardwood 
flooring cannot be used, such as in conservatories or 
in conjunction with underfloor heating. The simplicity of 
its construction makes it perfect for use in DIY projects 
and thanks to its strength, it can easily be installed as 
a floating floor. 

For 2011, we have introduced some UV oiled wood 
floors into our engineered range. Advances in UV cure 
technology have resulted in a finish that is more versatile, 
hardwearing and easy to maintain whilst retaining that 
natural aesthetic of wood. Oiled wood floors require 
an intermittent maintenance programme. Cleaning the 
floor with elka clean and applying a coat of elka protect 
oil at least once a year won’t just remove scuffs and 
scratches, but will improve its durability and it will also 
restore your floor to that vibrant piece of nature you 
fell in love with first time round.

Carefully selected 
real wood wear layer

Latest technology 
machining for 
ultimate stability

Engineered ply 
construction for a 
stable inner core

Superior glue 
throughout 
ensures a long 
carefree life

Selected veneer 
backing for 
added stability 

Key Features
Available in Brushed & Oiled, 
Lacquered or unfinished

6mm wear layer

Structural and load bearing,
suitable to fix straight to joists

Ensures excellent thermal 
and acoustic properties

Key Features
Available in Brushed Matt Lacquered, 
Oiled or Lacquered finish

Solid 4mm wear layer, rustic grade

Random lengths - 400-1800mm

Ensures excellent thermal 
and acoustic properties

18MM

21-22MM STRUCTURAL

TONGUE      & GROOVE

TONGUE      & GROOVE

 American
Black Walnut

Lacquered or 
Oiled finish

Rustic 
Lacquered Oak

Brushed & 
Oiled Oak

Unfinished 
Oak

1 2

3 4

Brushed & 
Oiled Oak 22mm
1860x189x22mm
2.11m2 per pack

1 Rustic Lacquered 
Oak 22mm
1860x189x22mm
2.11m2 per pack

2

Unfinished 
Oak 22mm
1860x189x22mm
2.11m2 per pack

3 American Black 
Walnut 21mm
1830x189x21mm
1.38m2 per pack
Lacquered or 
Oiled finish

4

Washed &
Smoked Oak

20 21

12.5mm Double White Oak

12.5mm Antique Oak18mm Washed & Smoked Oak

SUITABLE 
FOR USE WITH 
UNDERFLOOR 
HEATING
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solid wood flooring
Classic Oak

23



Solid wood flooring
Made from high quality premium, solid timber, the random 
length boards and natural colours of this range of solid 
flooring will add natural character and instant warmth, 
making this flooring a solid investment for any home.

Rustic White Oak

Spiced Acacia

Spiced Acacia

Brushed & Oiled OakRustic White Oak

7mm classic laminate / species

luxurious
warm
chic

Rustic White Oak

Spiced Acacia

Rustic White Oak

Rustic White Oak
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Classic Oak
18x135mm - 1.45m2 per pack
Random lengths 600mm +
average lengths 980mm
Rustic Grade, Brushed Matt Lacquered Finish

5 Unfinished Oak
18x135mm  - 1.45m2 per pack
Random lengths 600mm +
average lengths 980mm
Rustic Grade, No Finish

Unfinished
Oak

Classic 
Oak

1 2

3 4

5

7

6

8

20

Traditional 18mm solid floors

Only selected and graded timbers used

Contemporary and stylish finishes
to suit every home

Random length boards

20 year structural warranty

solid wood
flooring range

18mm solid wood 

FEATURES AND
ADVANTAGES

Natural
Oak

 

Rustic 
White Oak 

Brushed & 
Oiled Oak

Spiced
Acacia

Natural Oak
18x130mm - 1.248m2 per pack
Random lengths 300mm +
average lengths 630mm
Natural Grade, Lacquered finish

3

Brushed & Oiled Oak
18x130mm - 2.184m2 per pack
Random lengths 400mm +
average lengths 680mm
Rustic Grade, Brushed & Oiled finish

2

Rustic White Oak
18x130mm - 2.184m2 per pack
Random lengths 400mm +
average lengths 680mm
Rustic Grade, Lacquered finish

1

6

8 Antique Oak
18x130mm - 2.184m2 per pack
Random lengths 400mm +
average lengths 680mm
Rustic Grade, Lacquered finish

7 Golden Oak
18x130mm - 2.184m2 per pack
Random lengths 400mm +
average lengths 680mm
Rustic Grade, Lacquered finish

4 Spiced Acacia
18x120mm - 2.016m2 per pack
Random lengths 400mm +
average lengths 670mm
Rustic Grade, Lacquered finish

Golden Oak

26 27

Antique
Oak

Aged and
Hand Finished 

Golden
Oak

Aged and
Hand Finished
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The grains and colours of elka solids create an 
ambience with real character and a sense of 
long life and permanence, adding beauty and 
elegance to your interior.

Each elka solid wood board is made from 
18mm of 100% solid oak or acacia sourced 
from sustainable forests. Created from 
high-grade timber, we only select the most 
aesthetically pleasing grains for use in this 
exclusive range and offer a wide range of 
stained, oiled and lacquered finished planks. 

Solid wood floors can be fitted using numerous 
techniques. These include: adhering it direct 
to a sub floor, nailing or screwing it to timber, 
or floating it using elka 3in1 underlay. For more 
information visit www.elkaflooring.com. 

Our strict production process means that every 
board is checked by hand at least three times 
before being packaged, guaranteeing a high 
level of quality in every detail of your new floor.  
We also offer unfinished oak boards to allow 
you to customise your floor. 

Carefully selected 
timber, sourced from 
sustainable forests

Tongue and groove 
construction 
allowing multiple 
fixing options

Top surface 
is finished with 
lacquer or oil to 
enhance hardness 
and durability - 
alternatively, we 
provide unfinished 
oak to allow you to 
customise your finish

Golden Oak

Classic Oak Spiced Acacia

28 29

Rustic White Oak

STRUCTURAL COMPOSITION 
OF A SOLID BOARD
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elka extras
12.5mm Antique Oak - real wood engineered
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elka prepare 
range

elka pu primer

elka one coat dpm membrane

2 part pack ready to mix

Solvent Free

Provides a moisture barrier 
against concrete floors

Supresses moisture in concrete 
floors up to 95% RH

Eliminates risk of moisture transmitting from 
newly poured concrete into your flooring

Fast curing.

One part polyurethane primer 

Water and solvent free - moisture cure 
polyurethane liquid resin 

Designed for treating concrete 
floors prior to laying wooden flooring

It ensures trouble free adhesion 
to dusty screeds

Assists in sub floor repair and patching.  

32 33

everything you need to 
prepare your sub floor

ELKA EXTRAS

For 2011 we have introduced Elka PU Primer and Elka DPM 
for concrete sub floors. Both products will help to provide the 
correct sub floor conditions to lay your elka floor.
 

5 Litre 5 Kg

 

Suitable prior to fitting laminate, real wood 
engineered and solid flooring

Suitable prior to fitting laminate, real wood 
engineered and solid flooring

M
E

M
B

R
A

N
E
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A
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 D
P

M

High performance PU Primer 
for concrete sub floors.

One coat damp proof surface 
membrane for concrete sub floors.

Features and AdvantagesFeatures and Advantages



3MM UNDERLAY WITH

underlay
range

elka lay

elka duo lay

elka QT lay

elka 3 in 1 lay

everything you need 
to prepare your elka floor
Our comprehensive range of underlay to protect and secure your elka floor. 

Elka lay is perfect for any location, but you may prefer to choose the added 
advantages of DPM and sound proofing. Elka 3 in 1 lay has a practical integrated 
adhesive system for ease of installation of solid and engineered flooring. All our 
underlays are suitable for use with laminate and real wood engineered flooring.

Specialist installation over hard surface substrates

Handy lightweight 10m2 roll

Luxury 3mm underlay for use with elka solid and 
real wood engineered flooring

Noise reducing, shock absorbent

Impressive 22db sound reduction

Foil backing with 50mm tape overlap 
giving an integrated sealed DPM system

Self adhesive - bonds floor directly to underlay

Suitable for solid floors up to 150mm
Suitable for engineered floors up to 190mm

Handy lightweight 15m2 roll

Luxury 5mm underlay for use 
with real wood engineered 
and laminate flooring

Floor levelling characteristics

Impressive 22db sound reduction

Integrated DPM system

Suitable for underfloor heating

Handy lightweight 15m2 roll

Robust 3mm underlay for use 
with real wood engineered 
and laminate flooring

Includes laminated Damp Proof 
Membrane (DPM) back for use on 
concrete ground floor installations

Suitable for underfloor heating

3MM UNDERLAY

 

3MM UNDERLAY WITH 5MM UNDERLAY WITH  

Features and Advantages

L L15m, W1m, thickness 3mm

Features and Advantages

15m, W1m, thickness 3mm

Features and Advantages

L15m, W1m, thickness 5mm

Features and Advantages

Handy lightweight 15m2 roll

Robust 3mm underlay for use 
with real wood engineered 
and laminate flooring

DPM - DAMP PROOF MEMBRANE

SOUND PROOFING

SELF ADHESIVE BONDS FLOOR DIRECT TO UNDERLAY

DPM - DAMP PROOF MEMBRANE

SOUND PROOFING

DPM - DAMP PROOF MEMBRANE

Suitable for laminate and 
real wood engineered flooring

Suitable for laminate and 
real wood engineered flooring

Suitable for laminate and 
real wood engineered flooring

Suitable for real wood 
engineered and solid flooring

L10m, W1m, thickness 3mm

ELKA EXTRAS
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For bonding solid and engineered flooring 
to concrete, cementitious screeds, flooring 
grade plywood, chipboard, hardboard and 
smoothing compounds where applicable.

Coverage: 16m2

when used as directed - instructions on packaging
Coverage: 1m2

when used as directed - instructions on packaging
Coverage: 18m2

when used as directed - instructions on packaging
Coverage: 14m2

when used as directed - instructions on packaging

New improved flooring adhesive 
in a handy cartridge pack.

New improved flooring adhesive in 
a handy trade pack. Pack includes a 
glue gun, nine 600ml foils and elka wipes.

Tub containing 2 handy 7kg foil packs of flexible 
adhesive for a trowel application. Tub includes 
a disposable trowel applicator and elka wipes.

Heavy duty synthetic polymer
for a rigid bond.

A high performance adhesive that provides 
a safe, simple and cost saving solution for 
bonding your real wood flooring.

100% active, solvent and water-free.

Permanently flexible - compensates for wood and sub floor movement.

Will bond wood directly to all common sub floors.

Low odour.

Excellent gap filling properties for uneven surfaces.

Plyable product gives excellent sound reduction properties.

Elkabond Flex adhesive range is based on 
the latest developments in hybrid technology 
and has the following key benefits:

300ml 9 x 600ml foils 14kg - 2 x 7kg foil packs10 litre 
Trade pack refill cartridges available

elka bond
fixing range

elka bond rigid

elka bond diy flex

elka bond trade flex

elka bond trowel flex

everything you need 
to fix your elka floor
Our elka bond flex range is for use with solid 
and real wood engineered flooring. 

The elka bond range is a versatile product that can be 
used for a rigid fix for both solid wood and real wood 
engineered flooring or a flexible fix for solid wood floors. 

36 37

ELKA EXTRAS



elka
fixing range

elka grip

elka tongue tite

elka fitting kit

everything you need 
to fix your elka floor
Our specialist range of high performance fixing 
products that are safe, simple and cost effective 
solutions for installing elka flooring.

ELKA EXTRAS

500ml 200no. per box and 1no. adaptor bit

®

Designed to fix Tongue & Groove flooring, these 
3.5x45mm screws feature the smallest heads ever, 
enabling them to be countersunk tidily into the rebate 
above the tongue so as to offer no obstruction to 
the matching groove on the next board.

Designed to make fitting your Uniclic floor as easy as 
possible..........

Superb product for screw fixing solid or 
real wood engineered (18mm+) flooring 
to any wood substrate.

Quality adhesive for use with elka 
Tongue & Groove engineered floors.

A specialist D3 rated high quality resin based 
wood adhesive for use when fixing engineered 
flooring panels with a tongue & grooved system.

High strength impact resistant bond
that is stronger than wood itself 
Dries clear 
Coverage 6 -10m2 of T&G (dependent
on the depth of the flooring groove) 
Easy clean-up using a damp cloth 
Handy 500ml bottle.

Features and Advantages

No need for glue or to hire a nail gun 
Easy to install in difficult locations 
If necessary, you can remove boards without damage 
in order to gain access to underfloor plumbing etc. 
No need to drill pilot holes, even in hardwoods. 
One size fits all boards (3.5 x 45mm) 
Boxed in 200’s (covers up to 10m2)

Features and Advantages
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1 tapping block, 1 crow bar and 40 spacers

For fitting laminate and most 
Uniclic flooring quickly and easily.

The spacers maintain an expansion 
gap around perimeter

Pull bar allows you to pull planks 
together at the end of rows

Tapping block protects edges of the 
boards when tapping them together.

Features and Advantages



elka
profile range

elka 3 in 1 - real wood veneer

elka architrave

elka skirting

elka scotia

With a choice of ‘Ogee’ or ‘Torus’ skirting, 
you can be guaranteed a practical, yet 
stylish solution to your elka floor. 

Ogee skirting
Lacquered Oak / Unfinished Oak
144 x 18 x 2400mm
5 per pack 

Torus skirting
Lacquered Oak / Unfinished Oak
144 x 18 x 2400mm
119 x 18 x 2400mm
5 per pack

The elka door architrave sets in lacquered 
or unfinished oak are available in two 
classic styles ‘Ogee & Torus’. 

Ogee architrave
Lacquered Oak / Unfinished Oak
69 x 19 x 2150mm
5 per pack 

Torus architrave
Lacquered Oak / Unfinished Oak
69 x 19 x 2150mm
5 per pack

Oak scotia profile can be glued or nailed for 
quick and easy placing. The perfect finish for 
your solid or real wood engineered floor. 
(The picture above shows elka skirting and 
scotia in a combined format).

The elka real wood veneered architrave 
profile allows you to complement 
your elka floor installation.

Elka classic real wood veneered skirting in 
Lacquered or Unfinished Oak will give you 
the perfect finish to your new elka flooring.

The Elka Lacquered Oak real wood veneered 
scotia provides the perfect finish to a floor 
where an expansion gap has been used.

L 2.4m

everything you need 
to finish your elka floor
Real wood profiles and adaptors suitable for 
solid and real wood engineered flooring. 

ELKA EXTRAS
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Elka 3 in 1 Real Wood Profile is a flexible 
finishing profile designed to complete your real 
wood flooring utilising the latest design technology 
with a practical multifunctional profile moulding. 
This easy-to-use profile allows you to simply trim 
off the area of the product not required to create 
one of three finishing solutions.

2
1

3

Expansion Profile 
to cover expansion gaps 
between two adjacent flooring 
products of the same height.

Adaptor Profile for use when finishing 
between two adjoining floor coverings 
where the adjacent floor covering is 
of a lower height e.g. carpets or vinyl.

Edge Profile 
to finish the flooring where 
a dressed edge is required 
eg. against a wall or window.

Features and Advantages

Real wood veneer finish

Flexible - 3 profiles in 1

Simply trim to the required profile type 
using the handy trimmer included in each pack.

Available in two lengths:
930mm  in lacquered white oak, unfinished 
 white oak and walnut.
2150mm in lacquered white oak or unfinished 
 white oak. (Unfinished white oak allows 
 the flexibility to either oil, stain or lacquer 
 the profile on-site to match your floor.)

Suitable for use on floors between 14-22mm 
with the supporting adjustable track provided.

Extra height adjustment can be gained 
when applied using elka bond.

18mm

68.4mm

16mmMDF 
HYDROFUGE

MDF

45mm

REAL WOOD VENEER

An added function of the characteristics 
of the 3 in 1 profile is the flexibility in 
height adjustment, when choosing elka 
real wood flooring with depths between 
14mm - 22mm you can ensure you 
have the right finishing option.

Simply trim off the area of the product 
not required using the supplied trimmer.

real 

wood

veneer 

finish
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The Elka Scotia Profile camouflages the 
expansion joint between an existing skirting 
and a newly installed elka laminate floor.

These scotia profiles can be fixed with 
either Elkabond or by nailing. Available 
in all 7mm classic, 7mm distinctive and 
8mm v-groove laminate decors. 

L 2.4m
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Adaptor Profile for use when finishing 
between two adjoining floor coverings 
where the adjacent floor covering is 
of a lower height e.g. carpets or vinyl.

2
1

Expansion Profile 
to cover expansion gaps 
between two adjacent flooring 
products of the same height.

Edge Profile 
to finish the flooring where 
a dressed edge is required 
eg. against a wall or window.

Features and Advantages

Flexible - 3 profiles in 1

Simply trim to the required profile type 
using the handy trimmer included in each pack.

Length 930mm, available in three metal finishes 
silver, gold and bronze

Suitable for use on floors between 7-18mm 
with the supporting adjustable track provided.

Extra height adjustment of 3-5mm can 
be gained when applied using elka bond.

Elka 3 in 1 Metal Profile is a truly flexible finishing 
profile designed to complete your elka flooring utilising 
the latest technology with a practical multifunctional 
profile moulding. This easy-to-use profile allows you 
to simply trim off the area of the product not required 
to create one of three finishing solutions. Available in 
three metal finishes, silver, gold and bronze.M
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elka laminate
profile range

elka 5 in 1 - laminate 

elka 3 in 1 - metal

elka scotia - laminate

everything you need 
to finish your elka floor
Laminate and metal profiles and adaptors suitable for 
classic, distinctive and v-groove laminate flooring. 

ELKA EXTRAS
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Elka 5 in 1 Laminate Profile is a flexible 
finishing profile designed to complete your 
laminate flooring utilising the latest design 
technology with a practical multifunctional profile 
moulding. This easy-to-use profile allows you 
to simply trim off the area of the product not 
required to create one of five finishing solutions.

2
1

5

3

Expansion Profile 
to cover expansion gaps 
between two adjacent flooring 
products of the same height.

Adaptor Profile for use when finishing 
between two adjoining floor coverings 
where the adjacent floor covering is 
of a lower height e.g. carpets or vinyl.

Edge Profile 
to finish the flooring where 
a dressed edge is required 
eg. against a wall or window.

Transition Profile
the perfect link 
between elka laminate 
flooring and carpet.

Stair Profile to 
seamlessly finish 
stairs, choose from 
one of several options 
available. Simple and 
fast to use, this profile 
must be installed in 
combination with the 
appropriate sub-profile.

Features and Advantages

The perfect match for your laminate floor

Flexible - 5 profiles in 1

Simply trim to the required profile type 
using the handy trimmer included in each pack.

Dimensions: 2150 x 48 x 13mm

Suitable for linking a wide variety of flooring

Economical - as this is a multipurpose product, 
you can utilise any spare pieces of profile

With elka 5 in 1, you always have 
the right solution to hand. Simply 
trim off the area of the product not 
required using the supplied trimmer.
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elka clean and
protect range

elka clean

elka protect

elka protect+

everything you need to 
maintain your elka floor

ELKA EXTRAS

lacquered wood floor

A quick drying instant cleaner that is ideal for 
everyday maintenance of both laminate and real 
wood floors (lacquered or oiled finish). Elka 3 in 1 
daily cleaner is a special formulation made using 
the latest technology to ensure effective frequent 
cleaning is combined with added protection that 
will help preserve the original finish of the floor. 
Can be used in conjunction with elka protect and 
elka protect     as part of a programme to prolong 
the life of your real wood floor.

3 in 1 cleaner 
for frequent cleaning

protects your 
oiled wood flooring

protects your 

An easy-to-use spray application that has been 
specially developed to protect and maintain your 
oiled flooring for years to come. Elka protect is 
an ideal partner to elka 3 in 1 daily cleaner in the 
maintenance of your oiled wood flooring as it 
works simply by re-impregnating the surface of the 
floor with refined oilseeds. Use whenever the floor 
surface becomes dry, dull or in areas of high traffic 
to revitalise and protect the structure. The more 
you use it, the easier maintenance becomes.

Specially formulated to maintain high-traffic, 
lacquered or varnished wooden floors, 
elka protect     is designed to provide long-lasting 
surface enhancement that will keep your flooring 
looking like new. The non-slip, non-yellowing 
protector fills wood pores, thus preventing dirt 
build-up ensuring a beautiful even coating. An 
ideal partner to elka 3 in 1 daily cleaner or for 
when your flooring requires that revitalising touch.

1 Litre0.5 Litre0.5 Litre

An easy way to keep your floor in tip top condition. 

Our elka range is designed to be quick and easy to use, 
no specialist polishing required. Perfect for today’s modern 
lifestyle, leaving you time to enjoy your home!
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UNILIN DISTRIBUTION LTD

Unit 5, Rampart Business Centre
Greenbank Industrial Estate
Newry, County Down
BT34 2QU
T: +44 (0) 28 3025 0477
from ROI: 048 3025 0477
F: +44 (0) 28 3025 0223

Unit 4, The Furrows
Barton Dock Road
Trafford Park 
Manchester
M32 0SZ
T: 0844 8118 288
F: 0844 8118 289

www.elkaflooring.com


